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Goals of this lesson:
• Locate the Sun in the morning sky.
• Use the senses of vision and hearing to identify the morning environment.
• Identify East as the direction where the Sun rises in the morning.
• Read a poem and indicate words that rhyme.
Copy and paste these links into your browser:
Map review:
• Sid the Science Kid tells us about maps: https://clever.discoveryeducation.com/
learn/player/eb999998-d787-4a03-93b2-2bef6c242e13
• Online, one of the best ways to look at the area where you live is with Google
Earth. https://www.google.com/earth/ After loading the online program, click on
the magnifying glass at the top left side of your screen and enter your home
address. Google Earth will take you from outer space to see where you live.
In this lesson, we go outside to see where the sun is in the morning sky.
• Primary reading passage about sunrise and sunset. https://
clever.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/b1f340c1-d13e-422c-85b3d6fdd941a756
• Video clip about day and night. https://clever.discoveryeducation.com/learn/
player/6e3fcf22-3ddf-44a0-b27e-d639e6e2f4f3
We also read a poem about the sunrise.
• Video clip about rhyme, and using rhyme to remember important things. https://
clever.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/5a658526-010f-4d38-b1e0bf410040400d
• A playful video on the steps to write your own poem. https://
clever.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/6f108639-343b-4775-864e46d1afc42a59
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In the first lesson you drew a simple map. But some maps can be very fancy and we use special
words to tell us directions on those fancy maps. As early as you can, go outside and take a look at
the sky. Where’s the Sun? When the Sun comes up in the morning, we call that time sunrise.

Draw a picture of the sunrise in the morning sky.

Now, listen. What do you hear? Is it really quiet? When you listen carefully you should hear some
sounds that happen only in the morning. Add what’s making those sounds to your picture .

The Sun rises every day in a direction called East. Think of this: right or left might be different
depending on where you’re standing. (Face someone else and both of you raise your right hand.
See the difference?) But East is always in the same place. That’s why it’s a good word to use for
one of the directions on a map. Every day the Sun rises in the East.

Here’s a poem about sunrise. In poems, some of the words rhyme, or have the
same ending sound. Usually these rhyming words are at the end, or near the end
of the lines in the poem. Read the poem Glad Day. Circle the two words in the
poem that rhyme with “day.” Then, think of other words that rhyme with “day.”
Write those rhyming words on the lines below.

Glad Day

by W. Graham Robertson

Here's another day, dear,
Here's the sun again
Peeping in his pleasant way
Through the window pane.
Rise and let him in, dear,
Hail him "hip hurray!"
Now the fun will all begin.
Here's another day!

Other words that rhyme with “day”

